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ALIEN CRUSH

I am getting along with this just fine Like a newly deflowered celibate,
… I think? And we are slowly becoming the mask

We have been schooled to wear
Or what do you say

To the tyranny of apple-litanies that has invaded We are vagabonds of colonised desires;
Passions poked, spooked, stoked into a blazing our tongue-sets

And colonised our mindsets fire-foxed fury
Hey, I bet you still remember them, don't you? For the glory of alien stories, silently growling
The very first word that greeted your learning For the voice that will speak; for the ears

That will listentongue
For the ready destiny that will screamWas defined by them (A is for Apple)

 Your orientation for health was prescribed with 
We are getting along with thisit

You and I(An apple a day, keeps the doctor away)
Just fine,Your desire for love was defined with it

Ready to toast to the wry taste(The apple of my eye)
Of rare foreignness overwhelming this ambience

But they're choking; these emotions, apple-
And now I am in want

chunks
For the single saving gulp

Estranged to my Eden,
To boost my swallow

And I am locked in a fierce gulp-grapple
Before I put on this new mask

To swallow
With a wide beaming plastic smile:

And not bite
“U” is for  Udara”

 An Udara a day, keeps the doctor away
This bizarre masquerade of trading reason

The Udara of my eye
This charade of a trading season—

An acculturated taste thriving
-  Onye William-West 
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Of Consummates and Cannibalism Another feather now adorns her academic 

cap by way of Master of Art in Art History 
When the flavour of an art exhibition 

from her Alma Mater. She lectures in the 
saturates the air, it congeals into an idea 

same Department where she was once a 
which later is downloaded into a visible 

student. 
activity. This is the contour May has 

meticulously and diligently trailed to bring us Endowed with a quiet demeanour and a calm 

to this point. In an offline kind of way, one presentation, both belie the creative capacity 

may wonder why May is happening in ensconced in her as a creative vessel. The 

February. It is clearly as a result of the burden exhibits on display project a rare mix of 

of urgency which is laid on her shoulders by medium manipulation and the  temperament 

the message this exhibition disseminates. of her artistic practice. Lifeless containers of 

products have been destroyed and converted 
Professor Chinua Achebe, commenting on the 

to speech centres for social commentaries 
?Operation Feed the Nation, a food security 

instructing on attitudes and consumption  
programme of the 1970s mounted by the 

preferences. The mainline creative power 
Federal Government of Nigeria, said, The 

centre for this show is hinged on the above 
Operation Feed the Nation has not given us 

and the works are installations which identify 
food to eat but food-for-thought. About four 

a social problem which this exhibition aspires 
decades after, May Okafor has brought us 

to highlight and interrogate and possibly point 
together here and provided us a menu of 

to the  direction of solution.
food-for-thought. Diverse interpretations of 

this menu exist at personal as well as at social Of Consummates and Cannibalism, as a 

realms especially when interpreting the above theme, establishes two points of reference: 

theme of Consummates and Cannibalism. Cannibals, (known to be destroyers) and 

Consummates (items consumed as well as 
An alumnus of the University of Nigeria, 

consumption preferences). Such preferences 
Nsukka, the artist of the day, May Okafor, is a 

are socially rigid and cast in concrete form as 
First Class graduate of Fine and Applied Arts 

it were. How can this artist expect us to 
at the same University of Nigeria, Nsukka 

believe that tadpoles, a destructive metaphor 
where she earlier majored in Ceramics. 

FOREWORD
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in this show and perhaps one of the weakest indigenization of thought and the 

things alive, can be the almighty cannibals domestication of attitude yielding to collective 

tearing down the rigid concrete structure of mental recovery.  She has used her 

indigenous consumption attitude. Not only do domesticated ceramic products and locally-

they tear down the form, they equally have endowed materials to prove that home-grown 

erected an alien super structure of materials and products can answer to our 

consumption appetite which seems to be local social needs. This domestication and 

thriving. Implicated in this cannibalization and indigenization play into the hands of a 

new preferences is the APPLE. The apples that classical Igbo proverb: Nku di na mba na-

you know, the imported commodities, the eghelu mba nni The English parallel to this  

ones whose pyramids are atop the heads of says that, it is the local firewood that cooks 

local hawkers from sun up to sun down. The the local food for the local people Hitherto, 

corporate congregation of locally-endowed Nigeria has been importing foreign firewood” 

fruits like oranges, pineapple, mangoes and to cook local food - very bad, to say the least. 

banana seem to be playing the second, if not This is the message of recovery May Okafor 

the third fiddle to these status symbol has sent in answer to the mountain-top 

consumption pattern. Meanwhile, toothpicks problem of the upside-down preference for 

seem too complicated to be made in Nigeria, imported articles. Stop the cannibals! 

even though the bamboo that yields them 

grows freely in this nation.
                                                                                                                        

May has not just highlighted the problem, 
Dr. Chris Echeta,

using the metaphor of the apple, she has also Federal University, Lafia,
Nasarawa State, Nigeria.pointed in the direction where solutions are 

likely to be hiding. From other works on 

display, she seems to be suggesting that the 

healing of this unwholesome consumption 

preference must be based on the 
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In this exhibition, entitled Of Consummates household furniture, and an assortment of 

and Cannibalism, May Okafor presents a goods becoming the craze, rapidly pushing 

body of work in which she uses cut-outs locally manufactured goods to the margins of 

from imported apple trays to examine aspects the average Nigerian's desire. What followed in 

of Nigeria's current officially acknowledged the early 1980s, when the country ran into an 
1 unprecedented economic stagnation, came to economic recession . In this project, the artist 

3
takes the apple fruit as a fitting exemplar for be known as Austerity Measure . The belt-

Nigerian's propensity for foreign goods and tightening policy attended the Structural 

services. This penchant for anything foreign is Adjustment Programmes (SAPs) that was 

an attitude that was apparently heightened imposed on Nigeria as conditionality for the 

during the so-called Oil Boom of the mid economic interventions of the International 

1970s. This refers to a period when Monetary Fund (IMF) and the World Bank. 

government income from crude oil exports Nigerian currency, the Naira, was devalued as 

expanded enormously and led to the notorious part of the conditionality, resulting in further 

saying by a prominent government official that economic confusion amidst the break down in 

Nigeria's problem was not money but how to industrial production, massive job losses, 

spend it. emigration of large numbers of the country's 

Increased earnings from the Oil Boom had intellectuals in search of greener pastures, and 

led to the Nigerian government's conception other forms of socio-economic turmoil. In their 

and execution, in 1977, of the Second World 2009 book, Contemporary African Art Since 

Black and African Festival of Arts and Culture 1980, Okwui Enwezor and Chika Okeke-Agulu 

(FESTAC), which has been described as use the expression Aesthetic of Austerity to 

arguably the most extravagant celebration of theorise the manner by which African artists, 
2

black culture in history . The era saw imported especially in Nigeria, responded to the socio-

textiles and ceramic products, automobiles, economic and political conditions of the 

May Okafor and the Aesthetic of Austerity
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Structural Adjustment era.  and even locally grown farm produce. 

In Enwezor and Okeke-Agulu's view, Although her works are nonfigurative, she 

Adenaike, Udechukwu, and other artists adopts a realist strategy in her engagement 

associated with Nsukka developed what we with the current state of affairs using the  

might call an aesthetic of austerity during this iconic, image of the tadpole crafted from the 

period, through their use of ink/wash trays.

drawings, restricted palette, sombre themes, May Okafor uses the apple as an example 
4 of the consumerist orientation of the Nigerian etc. . The authors observe that Nigerian artists 

society, especially in the context of a at that time employed the realistic approach to 

preference for anything imported or foreign. pictorial representation to depict the evolving 

Today, the imported apple fruit has become a political landscape. The artists recourse to 

prized gift item which has even taken on an realism, they argue, was not only a 

elitist image. It is imported into the country in representational device and method of 

very large quantities and is available all-year-picturing the malaise of crisis, it was also an 

round, totally displacing or cannibalising our important strategy of ethical identification and 

locally grown species of apples. This is why participation in the development of the public 
5 Okafor uses tadpoles, shaped directly from sphere .

Working today in another era of serious cut-outs from the apple trays, as a metaphor 

economic recession, May Okafor positions for the displacement of the local apples by the 

herself in the history of socially committed foreign  in a kind of survival of the fittest. She 

Nigerian intellectual artists. She has done this recalls that in Nigeria when you say that 

by enacting what is certainly an aesthetic of something is local, you are almost saying it is 

austerity in her use of a cheaply sourced, inferior and when you say that something is 
6commonplace material (the apple tray made of  foreign you are saying it is superior . For her, 

hard, slim styrofoam) that directly mirror the these foreign products and services have 

malaise of current economic crisis. The artist tended to cannibalise our local products and 

uses a multiplicity of forms cut from imported services, just like the tadpoles do to 
7apple trays as a critical frame through which themselves in competition for space and food . 

we see one of the root causes of the current Okafor's work process is a laborious one. It 

economic recession in Nigeria the desire of the involves cutting up the apple trays into 

majority for imported goods and services to multitudes of tadpole-looking forms, as well as 

the detriment of locally manufactured goods other forms that are reminiscent of  plant buds 

May Okafor and the Aesthetic of Austerity
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and tightly packed leaves, all of which she associated with the power play in the heart of 

pastes, one after the other, on jute fabric and global economic structures. While it is a given 
8 that no society is self-sufficient, Okafor is cotton nets .  The smooth texture of the 

questioning how much we have in our baggage styrofoam material and its sheen recall the 

in today's global economic exchange. In the apparently waxed surfaces of the imported 

context of Nigeria's painful economic apples, as well as the chemical preservatives 

downturn in the face of enormous human and that ensure their freshness for many months of 
9 natural resources, the artist challenges us to their transit.  The visual thickness of the 

think deeply about our position in today's material also references the hard skins of the 

networks of economic exchange and the imported apples. As evident in the works in 

power play involved in their construction, Okafor's oeuvre created out of apple tray 

propagation and assimilation. material, it is in these physical attributes that 

With her current project, May Okafor has one finds their aesthetic appeal. This 

joined the league of contemporary Nigerian aesthetics leverages on the inviting texture, 

artists who have found conceptual and colour and soft lustre of imported apples 

aesthetic eloquence in the massing of modular (attributes also found in the apple trays 
10

elements for sculptural installations . Her themselves). These aesthetic qualities conspire 

work also uses craft processes and open-ended to make the foreign apples sometimes 

installation strategies, like El Anatsui's, in her irresistible even for the few  Nigerians already 

contributions to the on-going postmodernist educated about the adverse health 

creative conversations. Her voice in this implications of the preservatives that sustain 

creative paradigm rings out distinctively and those qualities. There is visual poetry in 

holds much promise for the future.Okafor's arrangement of the apple tray cut-

outs, sometimes replicating a well cured lawn, 
Ozioma Onuzulikeat other times alluding to the spongy textures 
Professor of Ceramic Art and Art Historyof the human womb and intestine. 
Department of Fine and Applied Arts,

Okafor's work process itself evokes ideas 
University of Nigeria, Nsukka

of slashing, cutting, sharing, allocation, ozioma.onuzulike@unn.edu.ng

grouping, re-grouping, isolation, sorting and oziomachukwu.blogspot.com

other kinds of metaphors that can be 

May Okafor and the Aesthetic of Austerity
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NOTES

In a recent essay by George Agbo and Martins Okoro, they point to the fact that many 

Nigerians have been living under recession for a long time now before the officialisation of the 

condition. See George Agbo and Martins Okoro, ArtStaff 2017: A Political Reading, Exhibition 

Guide, (Nsukka: Department of Fine and Applied Arts,  2017), p.1.

2 See Okwui Enwezor and Chika Okeke-Agulu, Contemporary African Art Since 1980 

(Bolobna: Damiani, 2009), p.30

3 The Igbo of south-eastern Nigeria used a corruption of this term Ota nisi (that which bites 

in the head) to express the gravity of the dire economic situation of that era.

4 Enwezor and Okeke-Agulu,  Contemporary African Art, p.31.

5 Enwezor and Okeke-Agulu,  Contemporary African Art, p.30.

6 th Interview with the May Okafor, Nsukka, January 26  2017.

7 Ibid.

8 These are sometimes pasted directly onto the exhibition wall spaces as the case may be.

9 The health implication of this for many Nigerian consumers have never been seriously 

considered.

10 This calls to mind the works of El Anatsui, Nnenna Okore, Eva Obodo, Kainebi Osahenye, 

Bright Ugochukwu Eke and others.  
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Beasts of desire... a fruit that is entirely imported into the 

Nigerian local market and in Okafor's words has 
The installation "...Of Consummates and 

"become even more common than oranges and 
Cannibalism" by May Okafor addresses a 

other home grown fruits".  Everything about it 
systemised infiltration of the Nigerian 

then is alien and instead of being exotic, it is as 
commercial environment and society by 

mundane and common as home grown fruit in 
extension. Off the beat Okafor assumes the 

its popularity. As such the apple packaging  
stance of a satirist observing and in very 

product (which becomes waste in a country 
Nigerian fashion challenging our status as a 

that also has challenges in waste management) 
nation that is cannibalizing our future. In this 

becomes material and a metaphor for 
she traces the evolution of our desires that 

consumerism and cannibalism.  The Styrofoam 
have led us to blatant consumerism and how 

apple packaging crates as the main material of 
this trajectory has led us to the state of 

the installation addresses the seemingly 
recession we are confronted with in 

careless disposition of the nation towards 
contemporary Nigeria. Also how our over 

importation and consumption of foreign goods. 
dependence on foreign goods and services 

plays out in our current situation. Okafor Strangely enough, a lot of these products have 

decries how we as a nation hardly export nothing to do with direct advertising. Instead, 

anything to the countries that we bequeath our they are based on social orientation. Majority 

economic reserve by promoting foreign of the Nigerian citizens are still under the 

education, health, technology, entertainment, colonial chains . This is such that what comes 

food, and all other plethora of minuscule needs from outside, no matter what it is, is perceived 

or wants we may have. to have better value and to be trusted than the 

domestic ones. This Okeke describes as not 
The  Apple fruit is the case study subject for 

allowing people to think. Here mass 
Okafor's visual discourse. In this she engages 

consumption of foreign goods is drowning mass 
current trends in the open Nigerian fruit market 

production of local goods. This makes people 
as reference point for other local goods and 

complacent and germinates a continued 
commodity markets in the society. The apple is 

dependency that incapacitates (Okeke 2015).

DEVOURING MONSTERS: 

The Cosumerist Cannibals of May Okafor's Apple Tray Installation 
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May Okafor uses a visual that employs ideas of local ones suffering negligence and large scale 

the insatiable anthropophagic to demonstrate derision.

how an archetypal metaphorical subject of 
The results are grotesque, much like the literal 

cannibalism appears in Nigerian daily life.  This 
definition of cannibalism. In her work , Okafor 

she approaches in the critique of social striving 
links the object of the package to cannibalism 

for consumerism that is anchored in a want for 
through  the consumption of the commodity. 

foreign goods and services. She postulates an 
This she uses as a reference for all other 

ethical sore(?) that damages national 
consumables in goods or as services within the 

development through an orientation of blind 
Nigerian market. 

consumerism in favour of non Nigerian goods 

and services. The  prevalence of this kind of As a people, we succumb to the mental 

consumption is projected in the spread and the attitudes related to the phenomena of pleasure 

movement of her site specific installation. The and euphoria that does not add up to 

installation connotes the depth of satisfaction. We easily become addicted to 

developmental handicap that lies within the things of vainglory rather than positive 

apparatus of orientation that fuels this sociocultural/ socioeconomic things. This 

consumer idealism. The installation visualises a describes the counterfeit culture that is in 

bewilderingly poor minded society that results fierce battle with self sustenance, sufficiency 

from an illogical and unconstructive drive to and self approval that  revolves around the 

consume and acquire. The installation could be consumption of foreign produce huge 

apprehended  as an intensely dismal allegory quantities and cheaper prices. In this case the 

depicting wastefulness and denied gumption in physical product not what feeds the need, 

the weaving of our post colonial history as a rather it is the fact that it comes from outside 

nation. In this the accomplishments, knowledge the locality. It feeds the delusion of lack of self 

and understanding that wisps as part of our pre worth, while feeding into the concept of 

colonial history become fables of a different mediocrity and fuelling this hunger to 'be like' 

people. These qualities are inapplicable in our or elevate by adoption. The deception is that it 

modern day development where we are largely only panders to the feeling of being better or 

dependent on external accomplishments and attaining some elevation in the adoption of 

cultures while eating out avenues of something foreign as an after effects of self 

progressive internal exploration. Through her loathing that may be accrued to demoralisation 

work, Okafor presents a mirror that affirms we through the influence of a colonised mental 

are cannibals of  foreign consumerism. We have state. These social challenges are associated 

adopted a consumer culture of unconscionable with the arguments of decolonization.

appetite for imported items with the equivalent 
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With her installations, Okafor highlights this self development of new form from pre existing 

deception and beguilement by popular culture form advocates re orientation and re shaping of 

that has overrun the Nigerian market and by the value system and channelled thought 

extension the society. This is a developmental processes concerning the issue at hand leaning 

wealth destruction that has a very parasitic to the idea of destructuring and restructuring 

effect on national development. As a nation, of dispositions to the ideas behind the actions 

our craving for foreign goods have made us that create the installation and the reference to 

import items that we have better alternatives contemporary Nigerian consumerism. The 

to in our local environment. Thus the gains are 

privatised and the loses entirely socialised as 

we embrace the negative aspect of our import 

consumer culture.  It adjuncts the plausibility 

that it does not just represent but the sensual 
The physical  installation imbibes a 

experience navigates the audience through the 
constellation of forms similar to that of 

experience developing new knowledge and 
tadpoles cut from the Styrofoam apple crates. 

reflection by interaction.
This Okafor intimates that by nature tadpoles 

become cannibalistic when there is inadequate In relation of the material to the subject in itself 

food or space. This trait is likened to the the composition, it poses characteristics of that 

infiltration of imported goods in the Nigerian which does not degenerate fast. This reference 

open market and how they completely overrun lends itself to the strength of the orientation of 

locally made goods. The organic swirls and the consumerist culture. On the other hand it is 

turns of the installation echo the also has the characteristic of being a very highly 

unpredictability of the corruption that fuels the flammable substance that would disintegrate 

spread and growth of the  kind consuming and could likely expand in its reach of 

products that beguile our populace out of mis- destructiveness. This speaks to the idea of 

orientation. eradication alongside concepts of adopted 

imported ideas  that do not favour the 
Meaning is garnered from the very material of 

development of the Nigerian economy. This is 
the apple tray itself as much as the 

supported in Derrida's reaction to the issue of 
development of form that Okafor pushes with 

material in the process of deconstruction and 
action of cutting. This performative quality that 

the value of its etymology  and beginnings 
is embedded into the process of the installation 

within the issue of the discourse itself. He was 
brings the closeness to the issue in individual 

of the opinion that every structural 
experience of the activity. The action to 

phenomenon has a history and the structure 
disseminate through cutting or the 

form 

here follows function and lends a subjected 

honesty to the generation of the resulting form. 

This is helped by the evidentiary quality of the 

material used itself.
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cannot be understood without understanding same time existing within the impetus of the 

his genesis. This brings us right back to the artist as a communicative system where she 

apple and its place in the Nigerian market as a can curb and puppeteer her visual narrative.

position point for all other goods and services 
Okafor's installation aims to cut and rework 

that occupy dominating positions in the flow of 
perceptions of what has gradually invented 

the commercial industry. Through the 
itself as a norm within our social culture. This 

chopping, cutting and shaping of form, Okafor 
she does by exposing its ferocity and generative 

mixes cynicism with productivity to create an 
qualities in consuming the hopes of progressive 

enlivening aura for the required reflection 
development and self approval within an over 

desired for re orientation. The installation 
bearing pressure of influence through past 

ambiguously removes the tray object from its 
colonial states, pop culture and systematic 

functional context at the same time retains a 
orientation.  Her presentation of the blatantly 

contiguous alley to that function in itself and 
apparent yet unseen evidences and 

the broader extensions of meaning and the 
reconstructing their manifestations in their 

realities that it highlights.
occupation of local commercial space, forces a 

The site specific nature of the installation opens review and reflection of their means and access 

up for a fundamental condition of free-flowing within our environment.  The ruins of the 

intensities for expression, it also underlines the deconstructed Styrofoam tray in the installation 

mutative quality of the issue being addressed in create avenues for new intensities of 

that it permeates a plethora of areas of experiencing the mundane and apparent and  

commercial activity in the Nigerian society. The challenge  a notion of human agency that 

developed form is allowed to grow into any fortifies the monsters that we allow to feed on 

length to which its materiality can extend at the our society.

Brunette, P. and Wills, D. (1994) eds. Deconstruction and BIBLIOGRAPHY
the Visual Arts: Art, Media, Architecture. UK: Cambridge 

Cazeaux, C. (2014). Review of Beistegui, Aesthetics After University Press. 
Metaphysics :From Mimesis to Metaphor British Journal 

Nicolaides, A. (2012)  Globalisation and Americanisation of Aesthetics 54(4): 499–504.
– the hijacking of indigenous African culture  Global 

Dominy, JJ. (2015) Cannibalism, Consumerism, and Advanced Research Journal of History, Political Science 
Profanation: Cormac McCarthy's The Road and the End and International Relations Vol. 1(6) pp. 118-131Global 
of Capitalism. The Cormac McCarthy Journal. Vol. 13, No. Advanced Research Journals   .
1 pp. 143-158 US: The Pennsylvania State University 

Press.DOI: 10.5325/cormmccaj.13.1.0143.
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Random Sketches
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"When a country as big as Nigeria imports toothpicks from China, made from bamboo sticks which we have in 

abundance here in Nigeria, one can not help wondering how bad it would get to a decade from now if this habit is 

not checked."

-  May Okafor

 'UDU AJA ONU ANO'; Glazed 
Ceramics; 61 x 27 x 30.5cm
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WE DEY PATCH AM; Glazed Ceramics; 27.5 x 28 x 35cm
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CEREMONIAL POT; Glazed Ceramics; 58 x 52 x 52cm
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IGWE BU IKE; 
Apple trays and Foam; Installation, 
1770cm x 549cm 
(1017 creatures on painted wall)

IGWE BU IKE; Details



"There is an assemblage of different forms of creative ceramics showing high levels of aesthetic appeal, 

functional or utilitarian values, wares for table use and many others for the delight and true appreciation of 

the viewers."

-  Dr. Simon Ikpakronyi
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 INTERSECTION; Apple Tray; 101 x 67cm
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"The unconscious domestication of foreign goods has made us import certain non-biodegradable wastes 

into the country and they pose severe challenges to the entire ecosystem."

-  May Okafor 

OGBETE; Apple Tray; 98 x 101cm
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‘A' IS FOR APPLE I & II; Apple Tray; 67 x 46cm and 67 x 58cm
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 BERMUDA CALLING; Apple Tray; 203 x 198cm
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 AND THAT'S HOW WE FELL HEAD OVER HEELS; Apple Tray; Installation; 174 x 174 x 12cm
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"Okafor assumes the stance of a satirist observing and, in a very Nigerian fashion, 

challenging our status as a nation that is cannibalizing her future."

-  Odun Orimolade

CAN YOU SEE ME; Apple Tray; 100 x 244cm
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EDEN; Apple Tray; 132 x 101cm
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EROSION; Cotton Net and Apple Tray; Installation; 660 x 366 x 313cm (116  creatures on slashed cotton net)
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May Okafor obtained a Bachelor of Arts (B.A.) May lives and works in Nsukka, Nigeria.

NATIONAL AWARDSdegree in Fine and Applied Arts from the 
2015: Award Winner at the 8th National Art University of Nigeria, Nsukka in 2010 

Competition/Exhibition, organized by graduating with First Class Honours and 
African Artists' Foundation  (AAF) earning the university award as the Best 
Lagos, in collaboration with Nigerian Graduating Student in the department . She 
Breweries Plc (Most Outstanding concluded her Master's Degree in 2014. 
Production).Among other prizes, she has a national award 

2010: Award of Excellence in creative from the 2015 National Art Competition where 
interpretation of the theme Chronicles her work emerged as the Most Outstanding 
of a Great Nation at 50, by African Production. May, in her formal training, 
Artists' Foundation Lagos.specialized in ceramics. However, she would 

2010: Award of Honour to the best twelve 
more aptly be described as an installation 

artists in the exhibition titled Nigeria 
artist because over the years, her work has 

@50 organised by Life in My City 
centered on installation and, most often, she 
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I let a world of possibilities to become available to me in relation to methods while creating my 

visual art pieces. In terms of materials, I particularly explore clay and found objects since to me 

they are the most exciting. Whenever I work with them I am reminded of their innate features of 

countless dramatic and encapsulating tendencies. Hence, I liberate such tendencies, while 

investigating issues in historical, theoretical and contemporary contexts in the process, as they 

contribute, in unique ways, to the viewers' visual experience where I also carefully posit myself.

Artist's Statement

"For Ngozi May Okafor, it is in the words of Chinua Achebe, morning yet on creation day."

Dr. Simon Ikpakronyi

National Gallery of Art, Nigeria
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According to Elbert Hubbard - Genius is only the power of making continuous efforts. The line 

between failure and success is so fine that we scarcely know when we pass it; so fine that we are 

often on the line and do not know it. How many a man has thrown up his hands at a time when 

a little more effort and a little more patience, would have achieved success.

The Revolving Art Incubator, a walkway gallery at the Silverbird Galleria was conceived to provide 

a medium of exchange of limitless potential amongst the artist, artiste, people and the art by 

reinvigorating their inner views while challenging our differences and beliefs to bring out hidden 

talent and strength to overcome situations. 

To the artist and artiste: Believe in yourself to the depth of your being, nourish the talents your 

spirit is freeing, know your heart when the going gets slow, that your faith in yourself will 

continue to grow. It's your life to live, you must live it throughout. Learn from your errors. Never 

withdraw from a world that is vast. Find the best that is in you. Let your spirit prevail, steer a 

course that is true.     

Silverbird is strongly behind this venture for letting artists, collectors and other art enthusiast 

interact with the space to create endless possibility. For us art, dance, music, poetry are all forms 

of engagement and entertainment which the galleria is traditionally associated with. Our joy is 

bringing back and recreating the glory of entertainment at the galleria. It's a journey we hope 

and believe will last long with Jumoke Sanwo, the creative director of the Revolving Art Space. 
 

Gbenga Fakoya
     AGMD
   Silverbird

REVOLVING ART Incubator
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Simon Ikpakronyi (PhD), Ozioma Onuzulike (Prof.), Chris Echeta (PhD), Jumoke Sanwo, 
Odun Orimolade, Egwuibe Nnaemeka, Ogbonna Mba, Ato Arinze and David Akinola, your 
efforts toward this exhibition can not be over estimated. Indeed, I appreciate you 
immensely.

Promise O'Nali, Chinyere Odinukwe and Chiugo Kanu, you are more like a family to me 
and have been tremendously helpful in seeing that this exhibition is of full success. I 
really can not thank you enough.
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